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Goals • Feeling certain about purchases 
• Avoiding bad purchases (and returns) 

Idea • Mirror-&-smart-display-in-one 
• Seeing yourself in other clothes 

(especially those from home)



The virtual mirror - as told by “The Emperor’s New Clothes”
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Changing rooms in store, 
while shopping
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• Changing in and out of clothes is 

time-consuming (and not 

necessarily fun) 
• Being able to feel the material is 

important
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!

Claudia is a cosmopolitan woman living on the outskirts 
of cosmopolitan Dusseldorf, where she works, spends 
time with her family, and most importantly, shops. 
!
Claudia forks out around 450€/month for clothes, 
patronising stores along the likes of Peek & 
Cloppenburg, but nonetheless occasionally enjoys the 
bargains she gets at her local H&M outlet. 
!
In between her bustling life at work as a part-time 
secretary, at home as a caring mother of her lovely 
daughter and a loving wife to her husband - an equally 
busy professional in the management consulting 
industry, Claudia finds time, often spontaneously, to 
drop by her favourite apparel stores for a short 1 to 2-
hour shopping fix once every fortnight and a good 3 
to 4-hour spree perhaps once a month. 
!
Claudia wants to look her best for every occasion 
from work to leisure but often doesn’t know what’s best 
amongst the myriad of choices. She often tries to buy 
stuffs that matches what she has at home but 
doesn't always succeed.  
!
!

“Retail therapy is awesome, returning 
bad purchases is not.” 

!
!
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• Occupation 
• Frequency of shopping 
• Expenditure
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• Occupation 
• Frequency of shopping 
• Expenditure

• Fashion sense 
• Tech literacy
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• 2-screen prototype  
(Mirror surface + UI surface) 

• Typical touch surface 
• Direct haptics (feel material of 

clothes)
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• 1-Mirror display instead of 2 
• A sensible method to store data 

from wardrobe at home
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• More instructions doesn’t make 

the UI simpler 
• The presence of haptics needs to 

be clearer
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